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NORTH COUNTY COALITION FOR HUMAN RESOURCES 

CONGRRESSMAN RON PACKARD 
NORTH COUNTY IMMIGRATION STUDY GROUP (both in larger darker letters) 

You authorized conducting a survey on crime by immigrant workers 
and homeless immigrant workers that is unverifiable,unscientific  
and unprofessional. (underlined words in bold type) 

At your request, Sheriff John Duffy distributed a 6-page survey to 
his law enforcement officers. The topic of the survey was patrol 
activity involving "illegal aliens", Those who received the survey 
were instructed that it was not necessary to sign their name. Furth_ 
more none of the responses called for any documentation The survey 
was solely opinion and it is clear that the purpose and intent was to 
illicit predictable results.Mr. Packard insisted upon publishing the 
results of this faulty survey, calling it a start for a "data base". 
Clearly, the use of such a survey consitutues a fallacious start for a 
"data base". 

Historically in our country the oldest and insidious falesy is 
blaming the new comers whether legal or illegal for the rise in 
crime. 

We the undersigned feel this type of survey approach is nothing 
more than factless conclusions and to consider it anything more 
is unconscionable. 

We recommend that Congressman Packard spend more time and engery 
on the predominent cause of crime 	DRUGS (bold letters) 
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Please be safe at home! 

Recent criminal events in Rancho Bernardo 
have given each of us cause to change our habits. 

That's why we're providing you with this sign. 

These words, printed in Spanish and English, will tell any 
laborers seeking work in your neighborhood, that there is 
NO work available on your property. Displayed on your 
front door, this should discourage those people seeking 

employment from disturbing you. Please keep your 
screen door locked and your front door locked. 

Do not unlock your door to strangers! 

Simply detach the card below and display on or near 
your front door. If you need an extra one, please call 

Bill Opie or Jim Abbott 
at RE/MAX of Rancho Bernardo 485-1700. 

NO HAY TRABAJO! 
NO WORK AVAILABLE! 

Please do not disturb us. 
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